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DETAILED ACTION

1 . This action is in response to the RCE filed on 5/3/05.

2. Claims 1, 9, 19, 24, 32, 40, 50, 55, 63 and 70 have been amended.

3. Claims 1-70 are pending.

4. Claims 1, 5-9, 12-19, 23-24, 27-32, 36-40, 43-50, 54-55, 58-63, 66-67 and 70 are rejected

under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Carpenter-Smith (U.S. 5,838,973).

5. Claims 2-4, 10-1 1, 20-22, 25-26, 33-35, 41-42, 51-53, 56-57, 64-65 and 68-69 are

rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Carpenter-Smith (U.S. 5,838,973) in

view of Mutschler (U.S. 6,381,743).

Response to Amendment

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §102

6. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by another filed

in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for

patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an

international application filed under the treaty defined in section 351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this

subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United

States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

7. Claims 1, 5-9, 12-19, 23-24, 27-32, 36-40, 43-50, 54-55, 58-63, 66-67 and 70 are rejected

under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Carpenter-Smith (U.S. 5,838,973).

Per Claim 1 (Amended):

The Carpenter-Smith patent discloses:
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- a method in a data processing system ("A novel computerized modeling system is provided.

The present invention is an interactive, real-time software tool, implemented by a computer, for

physically transforming an applied object-oriented programming (OOP) based system or process

into a visual representation. The software tool includes a class developer for interactively

developing the visual representation in real time." in column 1, lines 48-54)

- receiving a request to automatically generate a data model from a data definition file

containing a data structure with a plurality of data elements, each data element having a

name and a definition; generating a diagram for each data element, the diagrams having

names corresponding to the data elements ("FIG. 4 is a depiction of the process map window

170 of the preferred embodiment. A new file may be opened by selecting the new file box 166

of FIG. 3, or by way of the other available user-inputs . . . Upon opening a new user file, the

process map window 170 is presented, which guides the user through the object-oriented design

process. Selection of a process icon in process map window 170 automatically takes the

user to a different step in the object modeling process. The process icons in process map

window 170 include the parse & clarify process icon 172, the object process icon 174, the

responsibilities process icon 176, the descriptions process icon 178, the collaborations process

icon 180, the diagram states process icon 182, the encapsulation process icon 184, and the static

relationships process icon 186." in column 6, lines 30-45, emphasis added)
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- determining whether an attribute in the data structure is associated with one of the data

elements; when it is determined that an attribute in the data structure is associated with

one of the data elements, displaying a graphical representation of the attribute with the

diagram corresponding to the one data element; determining whether the data structure

includes a reference between two of the data elements; when it is determined that the data

structure includes a reference between two elements, displaying a reference link from the

diagram associated with a first of the two elements to the diagram associated with a second

of the two elements; determining whether the data structure includes a group attribute

identifying at least one of the data elements as group attribute member; when it is

determined that the data structure includes a group attribute, displaying a group symbol;

displaying a first link between the group symbol and the diagram that is associated with

the identified at least one data element; and displaying a second link between the group

symbol and the diagram of the data element having the associated group attribute ("FIG. 5

is a flow diagram of the process map window 170 of FIG. 4. Referring now to FIGS. 4 and 5,

the process begins at start step 190, where the process map window 170 is presented. Step 192

includes creating a process document where the process requirements are parsed and clarified.

Step 192 is initiated by selecting the parse & clarify process icon 172. Selection of the object

process icon 174 advances processing to step 194, where classes of the model are identified,

model objects are created. Processing continues at step 196, which is initiated by selection of the

responsibilities process icon 176. Step 196 involves identifying and assigning responsibilities to

the classes identified in step 194. The ability to continually enhance and modify the model is

apparent at step 198, where the classes are further defined by further clarifying the
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responsibilities. This includes clarifying attributes, behaviors and collaborations for the classes.

Step 198 is initiated by selecting the descriptions process icon 178 in the process map window

170. When the classes, attributes, behaviors and collaborations have been defined, processing

continues at step 200 which is initiated by selecting the collaborations process icon 180. Step

200 involves the creation of interaction diagrams that allow the collaborations between the

objects to be evaluated. Specific interactions between objects can be created, modified or

deleted at step 200. Steps 202, 204 and 206 allow the user to view various aspects of the model

that was created. Step 202 is initiated by selecting the diagram state process icon 182, which

allows the user to view the dynamic aspect of a class. The user can view the role that each object

plays in the model at step 204 by selecting the encapsulation process icon 184. The static

relationships of the model can be viewed at step 206 by selecting the static relationships process

icon 186. Processing continues at decision step 208, where it is determined whether the model is

complete. If the user has completed the model, the process ends at stop step 210." in column 6,

lines 46-67 to column 7, lines 1-14).

Per Claim 5:

The Carpenter-Smith patent discloses:

- wherein the step of determining whether the data structure includes a reference between

two of the data elements comprises the step of determining whether the name of the second

element is within the definition of the first data element (column 18, lines 52-67 to column

19, lines 1-10).
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Per Claim 6:

The Carpenter-Smith patent discloses:

- wherein the step of displaying the second link further comprises the step of determining

whether the data element has the associated group attribute (column 18, lines 52-67 to

column 19, lines 1-10).

Per Claim 7;

The Carpenter-Smith patent discloses:

- wherein the step of determining whether the data element has the associated group

attribute comprises the step of determining whether the group attribute is within the

definition of the data element (column 18, lines 52-67 to column 19, lines 1-10).

Per Claim 8:

The Carpenter-Smith patent discloses:

- further comprising the step of storing information used to generate the data model in a

graphical view file (column 6, lines 30-45).

Per Claims 9 (Amended), 12-14 & 16-17:
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These are another versions of the claimed method discussed above, claim 1, wherein all

claim limitations also have been addressed and/or covered in cited areas as set forth above,

including "wherein a textual representation is synchronized with the graphical representation so

that a modification in one representation is automatically visible in the other representation"

(column 7, lines 2-20). Thus, accordingly, these claims are also anticipated by Carpenter-Smith.

Per Claims 15 & 18:

These are another versions of the claimed method discussed above (claims 5 and 8,

respectively), wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed and/or covered in cited

areas as set forth above. Thus, accordingly, these claims are also anticipated by Carpenter-

Smith.

Per Claim 19 (Amended):

The Carpenter-Smith patent discloses:

- a method in a data processing system ("A novel computerized modeling system is provided.

The present invention is an interactive, real-time software tool, implemented by a computer, for

physically transforming an applied object-oriented programming (OOP) based system or process

into a visual representation. The software tool includes a class developer for interactively

developing the visual representation in real time." in column 1, lines 48-54)
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- receiving a request to automatically generate a data definition file from a graphical

representation having a plurality of data element diagrams, each data element diagram

having a name; adding a data element identifier in the data definition file for each data

element diagram in the graphical representation; adding the name of each data element

diagram to the corresponding data element identifier ("FIG. 4 is a depiction of the process

map window 170 of the preferred embodiment. A new file may be opened by selecting the new

file box 166 ofFIG. 3, or by way ofthe other available user-inputs ... Upon opening a new user

file, the process map window 170 is presented, which guides the user through the object-oriented

design process. Selection of a process icon in process map window 170 automatically takes

the user to a different step in the object modeling process. The process icons in process map

window 170 include the parse & clarify process icon 172, the object process icon 174, the

responsibilities process icon 176, the descriptions process icon 178, the collaborations process

icon 180, the diagram states process icon 182, the encapsulation process icon 184, and the static

relationships process icon 1 86. . . . Referring now to FIG. 45, the process of creating new

interactions in a pre-existing interaction diagram is shown." in column 6, lines 30-45 and column

20, lines 23-47; emphasis added)

- determining whether an attribute is associated with one of the data element diagrams;

when it is determined that an attribute is associated with one of the data element diagrams,

adding the attribute to the data element identifier for the one data element diagram;

determining whether the graphical representation has a reference link between two of the

data element diagrams; when it is determined that the graphical representation has a
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reference link between two data element diagrams, adding a reference to the data element

identifier corresponding to one of the two data element diagrams to reflect a link between

the two data element diagrams; determining whether the graphical representation has a

group symbol; when it is determined that the graphical representation has a group symbol,

determining whether the group symbol is a destination in a first link with a first of the data

element diagrams; when it is determined that the group symbol is a destination in a first

link with a first of the data element diagrams, adding a group definition to the data

definition file that includes the name of the first data element diagram; determining

whether the group symbol is a source in a second link with a second of the data element

diagrams; and when it is determined that the group symbol is a source in a second link

with a second of the data element diagrams, adding to the data element identifier >

corresponding to the second element diagram a reference corresponding to the group
j

definition ("FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of the process map window 170 ofFIG. 4. Referring now

to FIGS. 4 and 5, the process begins at start step 190, where the process map window 170 is

presented. Step 192 includes creating a process document where the process requirements are

parsed and clarified. Step 192 is initiated by selecting the parse & clarify process icon 172.

Selection of the object process icon 174 advances processing to step 194, where classes of the

model are identified, model objects are created. Processing continues at step 196, which is

initiated by selection of the responsibilities process icon 176. Step 196 involves identifying and

assigning responsibilities to the classes identified in step 194. The ability to continually enhance

and modify the model is apparent at step 198, where the classes are further defined by further

clarifying the responsibilities. This includes clarifying attributes, behaviors and collaborations
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for the classes. Step 198 is initiated by selecting the descriptions process icon 178 in the process

map window 170. When the classes, attributes, behaviors and collaborations have been defined,

processing continues at step 200 which is initiated by selecting the collaborations process icon

1 80. Step 200 involves the creation of interaction diagrams that allow the collaborations

between the objects to be evaluated. Specific interactions between objects can be created,

modified or deleted at step 200. Steps 202, 204 and 206 allow the user to view various aspects

of the model that was created. Step 202 is initiated by selecting the diagram state process icon

1 82, which allows the user to view the dynamic aspect of a class. The user can view the role that

each object plays in the model at step 204 by selecting the encapsulation process icon 184. The

static relationships of the model can be viewed at step 206 by selecting the static relationships

process icon 186. Processing continues at decision step 208, where it is determined whether the

model is complete. If the user has completed the model, the process ends at stop step 210." in

column 6, lines 46-67 to column 7, lines 1-14).

Per Claim 23:

The Carpenter-Smith patent discloses:

- wherein the step of adding a reference to the data element identifier comprises the steps

of: identifying one of two data element diagrams as a source of the reference link and the

other as a destination of the reference link; and adding the name of the destination to the

data element identifier corresponding to the source (column 20, lines 23-47).
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Per Claims 24 (Amended) & 27-31:

These are another versions of the claimed method discussed above, claim 19, wherein all

claim limitations also have been addressed and/or covered in cited areas as set forth above.

Thus, accordingly, these claims are also anticipated by Carpenter-Smith.

Per Claims 32 (Amended) & 36-39:

These are computer-readable medium versions of the claimed method discussed above

(claims 1 & 5-8, respectively), wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed and/or

covered in cited areas as set forth above. Thus, accordingly, these claims are also anticipated by

Carpenter-Smith.

Per Claims 40 (Amended) & 43-49:

These are computer-readable medium versions of the claimed method discussed above

(claims 9 & 12-18, respectively), wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed and/or

covered in cited areas as set forth above. Thus, accordingly, these claims are also anticipated by

Carpenter-Smith.

Per Claims 50 (Amended) & 54:

These are computer-readable medium versions of the claimed method discussed above

(claims 19 and 23, respectively), wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed and/or

covered in cited areas as set forth above. Thus, accordingly, these claims are also anticipated by

Carpenter-Smith.
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Per Claims 55 (Amended) & 58-62:

These are computer-readable medium versions of the claimed method discussed above

(claims 24 and 27-31, respectively), wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed

and/or covered in cited areas as set forth above. Thus, accordingly, these claims are also

anticipated by Carpenter-Smith.

Per Claim 63 (Amended):

The Carpenter-Smith patent discloses:

- a data processing system comprising: a secondary storage device comprising a first data

definition file having first data elements and relationships between the first data elements;
f

a memory device further comprising a program that receives a first request to display a

first graphical representation of the first data definition file such that the first graphical

representation has first data element diagrams and relationships between the first data

element diagrams reflecting the first data elements and the relationships between the first

data elements contained in the first data definition file, that displays the first graphical

representation responsive to receiving the first request ("A novel computerized modeling

system is provided. The present invention is an interactive, real-time software tool, implemented

by a computer, for physically transforming an applied object-oriented programming (OOP) based

system or process into a visual representation. The software tool includes a class developer for

interactively developing the visual representation in real time. . . . FIG. 4 is a depiction of the
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process map window 170 of the preferred embodiment. A new file may be opened by selecting

the new file box 166 of FIG. 3, or by way of the other available user-inputs . . . Upon opening a

new user file, the process map window 170 is presented, which guides the user through the

object-oriented design process. Selection of a process icon in process map window 170

automatically takes the user to a different step in the object modeling process. The process icons

in process map window 170 include the parse & clarify process icon 172, the object process icon

174, the responsibilities process icon 176, the descriptions process icon 178, the collaborations

process icon 180, the diagram states process icon 182, the encapsulation process icon 184, and

the static relationships process icon 186. ... Referring now to FIG. 45, the process of creating

new interactions in a pre-existing interaction diagram is shown." in column 1, lines 48-54;

column 6, lines 30-45; and column 20, lines 23-47)

- that displays a second graphical representation having second data element diagrams and

relationships between the second data element diagrams, that receives a second request to

automatically generate a second data definition file from the second graphical

representation such that the second data definition file has second data elements and

relationships between the second data elements reflecting the second data dement diagrams

and the relationships between the second data element diagrams of the second graphical

representation, and that automatically generates the second data definition file responsive

to receiving the second request; and a processor for running the program ("FIG. 5 is a flow

diagram of the process map window 170 of FIG. 4. Referring now to FIGS. 4 and 5, the process

begins at start step 190, where the process map window 170 is presented. Step 192 includes
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creating a process document where the process requirements are parsed and clarified. Step 192

is initiated by selecting the parse & clarify process icon 172. Selection of the object process icon

.174 advances processing to step 194, where classes of the model are identified, model objects are

created. Processing continues at step 196, which is initiated by selection of the responsibilities

process icon 176. Step 196 involves identifying and assigning responsibilities to the classes

identified in step 194. The ability to continually enhance and modify the model is apparent at

step 198, where the classes are further defined by further clarifying the responsibilities. This

includes clarifying attributes, behaviors and collaborations for the classes. Step 198 is initiated

by selecting the descriptions process icon 178 in the process map window 170. When the

classes, attributes, behaviors and collaborations have been defined, processing continues at step

200 which is initiated by selecting the collaborations process icon 180. Step 200 involves the

creation of interaction diagrams that allow the collaborations between the objects to be

evaluated. Specific interactions between objects can be created, modified or deleted at step 200.

Steps 202, 204 and 206 allow the user to view various aspects of the model that was created.

Step 202 is initiated by selecting the diagram state process icon 182, which allows the user to

view the dynamic aspect of a class. The user can view the role that each object plays in the

model at step 204 by selecting the encapsulation process icon 184. The static relationships of the

model can be viewed at step 206 by selecting the static relationships process icon 186.

Processing continues at decision step 208, where it is determined whether the model is complete.

If the user has completed the model, the process ends at stop step 210." in column 6, lines 46-67

to column 7, lines 1-14).
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The Carpenter-Smith patent discloses:

- wherein the program further stores the second graphical representation in a second

graphical view file on the secondary storage device (column 6, lines 30-45).

Per Claim 67:

The Carpenter-Smith patent discloses:

- wherein the program further stores the second data definition file on the secondary

storage device (column 6, lines 30-45).

Per Claim 70 (Amended):

This is a system version of the claimed method discussed above, claim 9, wherein all

claim limitations also have been addressed and/or covered in cited areas as set forth above.

Thus, accordingly, this claim is also anticipated by Carpenter-Smith.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§103

8. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.
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9. Claims 2-4, 10-11, 20-22, 25-26, 33-35, 41-42, 51-53, 56-57, 64-65 and 68-69 are

rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Carpenter-Smith (U.S. 5,838,973) in

view of Mutschler (U.S. 6,381,743).

Per Claim 2:

The rejection of claim 1 is incorporated, and further, Carpenter-Smith does not explicitly

teach wherein the data model is an XML structure diagram. Mutschler teaches wherein the data

model is an XML structure diagram (column 4, lines 27-35).

It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the computer art at the time of

the invention was made to modify the method disclosed by Carpenter-Smith to include wherein

the data model is an XML structure diagram using the teaching of Mutschler. The modification

would be obvious because one of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to use an open

industry standard that provide means for sharing information.

Per Claim 3:

The rejection of claim 1 is incorporated, and further, Carpenter-Smith does not explicitly

teach wherein the data definition file is a Document Type Definition file. Mutschler teaches

wherein the data definition file is a Document Type Definition file (column 4, lines 44-59).

It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the computer art at the time of

the invention was made to modify the method disclosed by Carpenter-Smith to include wherein

the data definition file is a Document Type Definition file using the teaching of Mutschler. The
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modification would be obvious because one of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to use

an open industry standard that provide means for sharing information.

Per Claim 4:

The rejection of claim 1 is incorporated, and further, Carpenter-Smith does not explicitly

teach wherein the data definition file is an XML schema file. Mutschler teaches wherein the data

definition file is an XML schema file (column 4, lines 44-59).

It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the computer art at the time of

the invention was made to modify the method disclosed by Carpenter-Smith to include wherein

the data definition file is an XML schema file using the teaching of Mutschler. The modification

would be obvious because one of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to use an open

industry standard that provide means for sharing information.

Per Claims 10-11:

These are another versions of the claimed method discussed above (claims 2-3,

respectively), wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed and/or covered in cited

areas as set forth above. Thus, accordingly, these claims are also obvious.

Per Claims 20-22:

These are another versions of the claimed method discussed above (claims 2-4,

respectively), wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed and/or covered in cited

areas as set forth above. Thus, accordingly, these claims are also obvious.
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Per Claims 25 & 26;

These are another versions of the claimed method discussed above (claims 20 and 21,

respectively), wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed and/or covered in cited

areas as set forth above. Thus, accordingly, these claims are also obvious.

Per Claims 33-35:

These are computer-readable medium versions of the claimed method discussed above

(claims 2-4, respectively), wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed and/or covered

in cited areas as set forth above. Thus, accordingly, these claims are also obvious.

Per Claims 41-42:

These are computer-readable medium versions of the claimed method discussed above

(claims 10-11, respectively), wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed and/or

covered in cited areas as set forth above. Thus, accordingly, these claims are also obvious.

Per Claims 51-53:

These are computer-readable medium versions of the claimed method discussed above

(claims 20-22, respectively), wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed and/or

covered in cited areas as set forth above. Thus, accordingly, these claims are also obvious.
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Per Claims 56-57:

These are computer-readable medium versions of the claimed method discussed above

(claims 25-26, respectively), wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed and/or

covered in cited.areas as set forth above. Thus, accordingly, these claims are also obvious.

Per Claim 64:

This is a data processing system version of the claimed method discussed above, claim 3,

wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed and/or covered in cited areas as set forth

above. Thus, accordingly, this claim is also obvious.

Per Claim 65:

This is a data processing system version of the claimed method discussed above, claim 3,

wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed and/or covered in cited areas as set forth

above. Thus, accordingly, this claim is also obvious.

Per Claims 68-69:

This is a data processing system version of the claimed method discussed above, claim 4,

wherein all claim limitations also have been addressed and/or covered in cited areas as set forth

above. Thus, accordingly, this claim is also obvious.
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map window 170 of the preferred embodiment. A new file may be opened by selecting the new

file box 166 ofFIG. 3, or by way of the other available user-inputs ... Upon opening a new user

file, the process map window 170 is presented, which guides the user through the object-oriented

design process. Selection of a process icon in process map window 170 automatically takes

the user to a different step in the object modeling process. The process icons in process map

window 170 include the parse & clarify process icon 172, the object process icon 174, the

responsibilities process icon 176, the descriptions process icon 178, the collaborations process

icon 180, the diagram states process icon 182, the encapsulation process icon 184, and the static

relationships process icon 186." in column 6, lines 30-45, emphasis added).

Furthermore, the court held that broadly providing an automatic or mechanical means to

replace a manual activity which accomplished the same result is not sufficient to distinguish over

the prior art. See In re Venner, 262 F.2d 91, 95, 120 USPQ 193, 194 (CCPA 1958).

In addition, see the rejection above in paragraph 7 for rejection to claims 1, 5-9, 12-19,

23-24, 27-32, 36-40, 43-50, 54-55, 58-63, 66-67 and 70.

In the remarks, the applicant argues that:

b) A claimed invention may be found to have been obvious . .

.

The cited Carpenter-Smith patent and the cited Mutscler patent describe ...

Specifically, Applicant asserts that Carpenter-Smith does not disclose the method of the

current invention because the present method includes automated steps as now reflected in the

currently amended claims. On the other hand, Carpenter-Smith discloses an interactive software

tool that requires extensive input from the user. Moreover, there is no suggestion, teaching or
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Response to Arguments

10. Applicant's arguments filed on 5/3/05 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive.

In the remarks, the applicant argues that:

a) As stated in MPEP §213 1, a claim is anticipated under § 102 only if each and every

element as set forth in the claim, in as complete of detail, is found in a single prior art reference.

The claimed invention, according to the currently amended independent claims, includes

recitations for automatically executing the claimed process steps. Carpenter-Smith does not

disclose the automated process of the present invention. Instead, Carpenter-Smith discloses a

computerized modeling system that "guides the user through the object-oriented design process,"

Therefore, Carpenter-smith cannot anticipate the present invention as presently claimed. Support

for the current amendments . . . Therefore, no new matter has been added by this amendment.
\

Examiner 's response:

a) Examiner strongly disagrees with applicant's assertion that Carpenter-Smith fails to

disclose the claimed limitations recited in claims 1, 5-9, 12-19, 23-24, 27-32, 36-40, 43-50, 54-

55, 58-63, 66-67 and 70. Carpenter-Smith clearly shows each and every limitation in claims 1,

5-9, 12-19, 23-24, 27-32, 36-40, 43-50, 54-55, 58-63, 66-67 and 70.

Carpenter-Smith teaches receiving a request to automatically generate a data model from

a data definition file containing a data structure with a plurality of data elements, each data

element having a name and a definition; generating a diagram for each data element, the

diagrams having names corresponding to the data elements ("FIG. 4 is a depiction of the process
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motivation for combining Mutschler with Carpenter-Smith to come up with the present

invention. In addition, the references cited but not applied, alone or in combination fail to contain

any teaching or suggestion of methods arid systems of the present invention.

Examiner 's response:

b) Examiner strongly disagrees with applicant's assertion that the combination of Carpenter-

Smith and Mutscler fails to disclose the claimed limitations recited in claims 2-4, 10-1 1, 20-22,

25-26, 33-35, 41-42, 51-53, 56-57, 64-65 and 68-69. The combination of Carpenter-Smith and

Mutscler clearly shows each and every limitation in claims 2-4, 10-1 1, 20-22, 25-26, 33-35, 41-

42, 51-53, 56-57, 64-65 and 68-69.

The Examiner has already addressed the applicant's arguments regarding automatic in the

Examiner's Response (a) above. Furthermore, the Examiner has previously pointed out the ;

motivation for the combination of Carpenter-Smith arid Mutscler. Applicant has failed to point

out any error in the motivation provided by the Examiner in the last Office Action (Mailed on

01/05/2005, par. 10).

In addition, see the rejection above in paragraph 9 for rejection to claims 2-4,
;
1 0-1^1, 20-

22, 25-26, 33-35, 41-42, 51-53, 56-57, 64-65 and 68-69.

Conclusion

1 1 . Any inquiry concerning this communication from the examiner should be directed to

Qamrun Nahar whose telephone number is (571) 272-3730. The examiner can normally be

reached on Mondays through Fridays from 9:30 AM to 6:00 PM.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's .

supervisor, Tuan Q. Dam, can be reached on (571) 272-3695. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or processing is assigned is (571) 273-8300.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the TC 2100 Group receptionist whose telephone number is 571-272-2100.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

QN
July 14, 2005
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